
            he benchmarking tool OpedDevLibrary.org includes a

number of case studies of initiatives undertaken around the world

and relating to Open Justice. Amongst them are an award winning

OECD public sector innovation and 4 OGP Commitments with

significant impacts. 

T            ccess to Justice is the cornerstone of the rule of law. Through

their right to access justice, individuals can resort to national

institutions to obtain a legal remedy for their problems and

grievances. In order to effectively and continuously assure and

protect individuals’ rights, legal processes have to be Open, a

principle also characterized by transparency, non-discrimination

and accountability. 

Access to Justice is not only a goal in the context of achieving

sustainable development (SDG 16), but it is also enshrined in various

international human rights law instruments, namely in the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.

OPEN JUSTICE

AWARD WINNING INNOVATION

A

             paque legal processes continue to be one the biggest

threats to achieving sustainable development. In fact, limited

access to justice not only negatively impacts inclusive growth and

citizens’ well being, but also impacts business, trade and reduces

individuals’ trust in the government. On the other hand, an Open

justice system and process greatly benefit societies and improve

citizens' every day lives. 
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MAIN TAKEAWAYS

OPEN JUSTICE COMMITMENTS 

            fter reviewing the above commitments, Impact For

Development identified the following key points regarding initiatives

aiming to Open Justice. 

A

"Open Justice" is crucial for the empowerment of citizens and

good governance. 

The success of initiatives and/or policies and overall culture

change related to "Open Justice" depends on strong political

leadership, will and support. 

Initiatives and policies aiming at achieving an "Open Justice"

system and processes should be solely focused on addressing the

needs of citizens and redressing grievances. 

The aim is to bring justice institutions closer to citizens, which not

only implies addressing their hardships in this context, but also

adopting their perspective and speaking their language. 

It is important to create an open dialogue and communication

space, where results, lessons learned and good practices can also

be shared between different stakeholders.


